The Star Performing Arts Centre, Singapore
Where the stars of video processing technology align

Barco’s Encore system has
been flexible and reliable;
flexible enough to meet
hirers’ requirements
and reliable enough to
keep operations running
smoothly.
Daniel Loh,
Technical Director at The Star PAC

Barco solution:
• 4 x Encore VP 3ME 3G
• 3 x Encore VPx 3ME 3G
• 1 x Encore Controller SC
• 1 x Encore Controller LC
• 2 x ImagePro II video scaler
• 2 x PDS 902 digital switcher
• 2 x DCS 200 digital switcher
Key benefits:
• The quality and reliability of Barco’s
image processing products
• Ease of use
• Familiarity with product among
other users in the market

www.barco.com/broadcasting

Visitors to Singapore’s One North district cannot miss the iconic landmark The Star.
One of Singapore’s most notable buildings, The Star is a huge, integrated hub that
harbors retail as well as civic and cultural zones. The Star Performing Arts Centre
(The Star PAC) takes up nine out of the structure’s fifteen levels. It houses a 5,000seat theatre, a multipurpose hall, an outdoor amphitheatre, rooftop reception
areas and supporting spaces, each equipped with sound and imaging technology
to cater to a variety of events. To ensure fluid visual presentations from different
video sources in all circumstances, The Star PAC has chosen Barco’s high-quality
video processing systems to complement its cutting-edge facilities.

Upon entering The Star building, it is
the giant, 5,000-seat theatre and other
fully equipped performance areas in The
Star PAC that will leave you speechless.
Owned by Rock Productions Pte Ltd
(RPPL) – the business arm of New
Creation Church (NCC) – The Star PAC
provides organizers with all the space
and state-of-the-art technology needed

Sophisticated technology for an immersive spectacle
To immerse the audiences – whether they be art fanatics, concert-goers or conference
delegates in a full-blown visual spectacle, Barco’s local partners worked together to
equip the venue with the necessary solutions, such as LED walls, projectors, and video
processing material.
Barco duly provided a highly advanced Encore video controlling system with LC and
SC presentation controllers and seven video processors to manage the various video
feeds. Thanks to its modular, scalable architecture, the Encore system facilitates a
variety of configurations – a feature that comes in handy for a venue as versatile as
The Star PAC.

for the most diverse events – from pop
concerts to business conferences.

Geared up for hassle-free meetings
In addition to the Barco gear in the auditorium, The Star PAC also installed Barco solutions
in its meeting rooms. Barco’s ImagePRO-II all-in-one video scaler with PDS-902 and
DCS-200 switchers provides users with all the tools required for an efficient and smoothrunning presentation.

Outshining the competition
The Star PAC carefully studied its options on the market and ended up selecting Barco
for its reliability, support and unparalleled image quality. Barco scored especially well in
artifact and latency. Daniel Loh, Technical Director at the Star PAC, hasn’t regretted his
choice for a minute: “The implementation process with Barco has been great. The same
goes for the training and follow-up services.”
Daniel Loh and his team are thrilled with the new solution, which was installed in spring
2013: “Barco’s Encore system has been flexible and reliable; flexible enough to meet hirers’
requirements and reliable enough to keep operations running smoothly.”
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